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Kurangaituku
Whiti Hereaka
Butcherbird

The Liminal
Space

Cassie Hart

Jacqui McRae
PB RRP $25.00
A heart-warming
tale about the
power of stories
— especially
the ones we tell
ourselves. The
story follows
William who is not
who he says he is. He was once a doctor,
but now, prescribes books — for Emily,
Marco and James, whose lives become
entangled with his. They’ve all been
thrown into a liminal space and can no
longer stay as they are.

PB RRP $25.00
Jena Benedict’s life changed
almost twenty years ago.
The night her family burned.
The night she was banished
from her home. The night
the birds came. Jena is
determined to find out what
really happened that night. Uncover the truth in this
spine-tingling thriller set in Taranaki.

“I INHALED this book — it was almost
as if William (one of the characters) had
prescribed it for me.” — Whiti Hereaka.

Three Sisters

Heather Morris
PB RRP $36.99
The breath-taking new
novel from the author of The
Tattooist of Auschwitz and
Cilka’s Journey, based on a
powerful true story of hope
and survival.

PB RRP $35.00

The Te Arawa story
of Hatupatu told from
the perspective of the
traditional ‘monster’,
Kurangatuku, the bird
woman. We come to see
how being with Hatupatu
changed Kurangaituku,
emotionally and in her
thoughts and actions,
and how devastating his
betrayal of her was. Her
voice has been absent
from the story until now.

To the Sea

Nikki Crutchley
PB RRP $35.00

Middle Distance: Long Stories of
Aotearoa New Zealand
Craig Gamble
PB RRP $35.00

Middle Distance is an anthology of long stories by
new and established writers. It follows on from the
success of Monsters in the Garden: An Anthology
of Aotearoa New Zealand Science Fiction and
Fantasy and, like it, is born out of the long-running
literary magazine Sport.

Keep a secret. Tell a lie. Protect the family — at
all costs. An atmospheric, suspenseful, dark and
twisty thriller of family, dark secrets and vicious
lies, set against the wild beauty of the New
Zealand coastline — but is it the paradise Ana
believes, or a prison?

The Pink
Jumpsuit: Short
Fictions, Tall
Truths

I Laugh Me
Broken

Bridget van der
Zijpp

Emma Neale

PB RRP $30.00

The Madison Gap
Patricia Donovan
PB RRP $29.99

The Madison Gap is a mesmerising and ultimately
explosive story of a woman’s awakening. In crisp,
stirring prose, Patricia Donovan evokes the angst
of family discordance and, as we follow Lexi’s
search for understanding, captures exquisitely the
disquiet and uncertainty that comes when dreams
are challenged by reality.

Ginny is feeling
lighter and heavier at
the same time. She’s
just learned from
her cousin about a
devastating genetic inheritance — but the
revelation has brought a new logic to her
mother’s death, and to her mother’s love.
A novel about an inescapable past and,
ultimately, a hard-won love story.

PB RRP $35.00
In best-selling author
Emma Neale’s first
collection of short
fiction, the tales range
from the surreal to the real; from the true to
the tall. This collection includes some of her
internationally recognised flash fiction and
more extended examinations of the eerie gaps
and odd swerves in intimate relationships.

She’s a Killer

Kirsten McDougall
PB RRP $35.00

A Game of Two Halves: The Best
of Sport 2005-2019
Fergus Barrowman
PB RRP $35.00

This book looks back through the fifteen issues
of Sport from 2005 to 2019. In 600 pages it
presents fiction, poetry, essays and oddities by
100 of our best writers. From leading lights like
Bill Manhire and Elizabeth Knox, to emerging
glow worms like Tayi Tibble and Eamonn Marra.
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Wealthugees are arriving in NZ by the
thousands, escaping the climate apocalypse.
Thirty-something Alice still lives at home
and avoids thinking about the future. When
she meets Erika, a teenage wealthugee with
terrifying ambition, her life changes dramatically.
She’s a Killer is a fast-paced thriller, told by a
hilariously unreliable narrator.

To discover more great books from Aotearoa
head to www.ketebooks.co.nz

The Lincoln Highway
Amor Towles
PB RRP $37.00

The Man Who
Died Twice:
Thursday Murder
Club 2
Richard Osman
PB
RRP $37.00
Elizabeth has just had
a visit from a man she
thought was dead. It’s
(one of) her ex-husbands, and he’s being hunted.
His story involves some diamonds, some spies,
and a very angry mobster. The second novel in
the Thursday Murder Club series featuring the
old (but far from past-it) team as they pursue a
brand new mystery.

Bewilderment

Richard Powers
PB
RRP $35.00
What can a father do, when
his rare and troubled boy is
put on psychoactive drugs?
When his boy comes to
him wanting an explanation
for a world that is clearly in
love with its own destruction? The only thing is to
take the boy to other planets, while all the while
fostering his son’s desperate campaign to help
save this one.

Better off Dead :
Jack Reacher 26
Lee Child

PB
RRP $37.00
Reacher never backs
down from a problem and
he’s about to find a big
one, on a deserted road
in Arizona, where a car
has crashed into the only tree for miles around.
Lee and Andrew Child return with a brand new
pulse-pounding read in the Jack Reacher series.

Go Tell the Bees
That I Have Gone
Diana Gabaldon
PB
RRP $37.00
It is 1779 and Claire and
Jamie are at last reunited
with their family on Fraser’s
Ridge. Having them all
together is a dream the
Frasers had thought impossible. But meanwhile,
the Southern Colonies blaze, and the Revolution
creeps ever closer to Fraser’s Ridge... The Ninth
Novel in the Bestselling Outlander Series.

A Slow Fire
Burning

Paula Hawkins
PB RRP $37.00
The stunning, eagerly
awaited new thriller from
the author of The Girl on
the Train. A stand out for its
unforgettable characters,
knock-you-sideways twists
and its sinewy, deeply human story. It delivers a
powerful punch of emotion, and is sure to singe
and surprise even the most hardened thriller
readers.

Two brothers venture across 1950s America
to New York in the absorbing new novel by
the author of the bestselling A Gentleman
in Moscow. Bursting with life, charm, richly
imagined settings and unforgettable characters,
The Lincoln Highway is an extraordinary journey
through 1950s America from the pen of a master
storyteller.

The Women
of Troy
Pat Barker

PB RRP $37.00

Cloud Cuckoo Land

In the aftermath of the
fall of Troy, the Greek
army begins to turn
on itself, allegiances
breaking down and old
feuds bubbling up —
and captive queen Briseis is once again caught
in the middle. The brilliant sequel to critically
acclaimed bestseller The Silence of the Girls.

Anthony Doerr
PB RRP $35.00

A spectacular and heartbreaking new novel from
the bestselling author of All the Light We Cannot
See. Cloud Cuckoo Land follows three storylines
and timelines and five unforgettable characters
all dreamers and outsiders, struggling to survive
and finding resourcefulness and hope in the
midst of peril.

Devotion

Hannah Kent
PB RRP $37.99
Hanne and her
Lutheran family escape
religious persecution
of nineteenth-century
Prussia by securing
passage to the new
colony of South Australia.
The diabolical shipboard conditions forge a
friendship between Hanne and Thea so strong,
nothing can break it. A shared life in this ancient
and hostile land is impossible — but within the
impossible, there is devotion.

The Magician
Colm Tóibín

PB RRP $37.99
The Magician explores
the heart and mind of the
German Nobel laureate
Thomas Mann. An author
bestowed with a supreme
gift but whose life is riven
by a need to belong and
the anguish of illicit desire. A gorgeous, sweeping
novel of unrequited love, exile, war and family.

The Heron’s Cry
Ann Cleeves

PB RRP $34.99
Detective Matthew
Venn is called out to
an elaborately staged
murder. Then another
body is found — killed in a
similar way. The evidence
indicates the murderer’s
identity lies in the heart of the community, its
tangled relationships, and festering lies. But
Matthew has to proceed very carefully as the
investigation is perilously close to home.

Love Songs of
W.E.B du Bois

Honoree Fanonne
Jeffers
PB RRP $35.00
A breathtaking and
ambitious debut novel that
chronicles the journey of
multiple generations of
one African American family. As Ailey embarks on
a journey through her family’s past, uncovering
the shocking tales of generations of ancestors in
the deep South. She learns her full heritage, is
a legacy of oppression and resistance, bondage
and independence, cruelty and resilience that is
the story – and the song – of America itself. This
is a much talked novel attracting rave reviews.

Lily

Snow Country

Rose Tremain

Sebastian Faulks

PB
RRP $35.00

PB
RRP $37.00

Abandoned in 1850, baby
Lily is saved by young police
constable Sam and taken
to the Foundling Hospital.
When Sam meets Lily again
years later, there is an instant attraction between
them and Lily is convinced that Sam holds the key
to her happiness — but might he also be the one to
uncover her crime and so condemn her to death.

Sweeping across Europe
as it recovers from one war
and hides its face from the
coming of another, Snow
Country is a landmark novel
of exquisite yearnings,
dreams of youth and the sanctity of hope. In
elegant, shimmering prose, Sebastian Faulks has
produced a work of timeless resonance.

The Fell

Silverview

PB RRP $29.99

PB RRP $37.00

John LeCarré

Sarah Moss
Unbearably suspenseful,
witty and wise, The Fell asks
probing questions about
the place the world has
become since March 2020,
and the place it was before.
This novel is a story about
compassion and kindness and what we must do to
survive, and it will move you to tears.

The Cat Who Saved
Books
Sosuke Natsukawa

The mesmerising story
of an encounter between
innocence and experience
and between public duty
and private morals, this last
complete masterwork from
the greatest chronicler of
our age, John le Carré asks what you owe to your
country when you no longer recognise it.

Oh William!

Elizabeth Strout
HB RRP $35.00

PB
RRP $19.99
An enthralling tale of books,
first love, fantasy, and an
unusual friendship with a
talking cat. The Cat Who
Saved Books is a story for those for whom books
are so much more than words on paper.

Crossroads

Jonathan Franzen

A luminous novel about the
mysteries that make up a
marriage, family secrets that
rearrange everything we
think we know about those
closest to us, and the way
people continue to live and
love, against all odds. At the heart of this story
is the unforgettable, indomitable voice of Lucy
Barton.

Wish You Were
Here

PB RRP $35.00
A tour de force of interwoven
perspectives and sustained
suspense, Crossroads is the
story of a Midwestern family
at a moment of moral crisis.
Jonathan Franzen’s gift for
melding the small picture and the big picture is
superbly demonstrated as the Hildebrandt family
navigate the political and social crosscurrents of
the past fifty years.

Jodi Picoult

PB RRP $36.99
In the breathtaking beauty
of the Galapagos Islands,
Diana will learn who she
really is, and the person
she wants to become, in
Jodi’s deeply moving novel
about the resilience of the human spirit.
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Clare Reilly: Eye of the Calm
Clare Reilly

HB RRP $55.00

Polynesia,
900–1600:
An Overview
of the History
of Aotearoa,
Rēkohu, and
Rapa Nui
Madi Williams

PB RRP $24.99
This concise overview of the history of South
Polynesia during the period typically defined as
the ‘Middle Ages’ by western historians focuses
on Aotearoa New Zealand, Rēkohu (Chatham
Islands), and Rapa Nui (Easter Island). It offers
a fresh perspective that incorporates oral
traditions, historical analysis, and archaeology.

Clare Reilly: Eye of the Calm is an exploration
of New Zealand painter Clare Reilly’s life and
work. The mixture of autobiographical writing
and gorgeous paintings subtly shows how
Reilly’s art and experiences are entwined. Her
themes cover the issues of habitat destruction
and renewal, depicting native New Zealand
birds in the landscape as metaphors for joy.

Wild Twins

Amber Shine
PB
RRP $39.99
Kiwi’s Amber and Serena
Shine have wild in their
blood. Together they’ve
run the world’s highest
marathon at Everest Base
Camp, walked panthers in
the Amazon, sailed treacherous seas from Hawai’i
to San Francisco, climbed Mount Cook, raced
for 322 kilometres on a dogsled, and survived
naked in the African wilderness. Here the twins
share their most extreme adventures, the secrets
behind their strength and endurance, and advice
on living life to its fullest.

Voices from the New Zealand Wars:
He reo nō ngā Pakanga o Aotearoa
Vincent O’Malley
PB RRP $49.99

The New Zealand Wars of the mid-nineteenth
century profoundly shaped the course and direction
of our nation’s history. This book takes us to the
heart of these conflicts with a series of first-hand
accounts from Māori and Pākehā who either fought
in or witnessed the wars between 1845 and 1872.

Great
GIFT

Hei Taonga
mā ngā Uri
Whakatipu
Treasures for
the Rising
Generation

Activism,
Feminism, Politics
and Parliament
Margaret Wilson
PB RRP $39.99
Activism, Feminism,
Politics and Parliament
is a powerful analysis
of political life in New
Zealand over four decades. From pay equity
to a home-grown Supreme Court, employment
relations legislation to paid parental leave, the
policies Wilson championed were based always
in the long-held principles of a true conviction
politician.

Wayne Ngata et al
HB RRP $75.00
This landmark publication tells the story of four
expeditions made by staff of the Dominion
Museum between 1919 and 1923. Written by
some of New Zealand’s best-known experts on
te Ao Māori and its intersection with the Pākehā
world, and richly illustrated with historic images
and contemporary work.

Above the
Treeline
A Guide to
The Plants
and Animals
of Alpine New
Zealand

After Dark
Walking into the
Nights of Aotearoa
Annette Lees

HB RRP $39.99
In After Dark Annette Lees
walks us into the nights of
Aotearoa. In the company
of bats, owls, moths and
seabirds, she guides us from
dusk to dawn with fascinating night stories: tales
of war stealth and ghosts; nights lit by candles and
lighthouses; night surfing, fishing, diving and skiing;
mountain walking and night navigation on ocean
voyaging waka.

Mark Alan

HB RRP $79.99
Written by Emeritus Professor Alan Mark, Above
the Treeline is the essential book for anyone
interested in the natural world of alpine New
Zealand. It is a guide to the plants, ferns, mosses,
lichen, invertebrates, birds and lizards that
occupy these rich and diverse environments.

Cover Story: 100 Beautiful
Strange and Frankly
Incredible LP Covers

Ideas

Steve Braunias
PB RRP $49.99

Across the Pass:
A Collection
of Tramping
Writing

Dad Man
Walking

Toby Morris

Shaun Barnett

HB RRP $25.00

Honest and
real, warts and all, here are the
ups and downs of modern dad
life as drawn by award-winning
cartoonist (and dad) Toby Morris.
With over 100 full-colour pages
of Toby’s unmistakable, original
artwork this cool little hardcover
opens a window into the world
of being a modern dad. Hilarious,
moving and relatable.
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With his trademark wit, award-winning
writer and avid record collector Steve
Braunias showcases 100 LP covers —
from Bill & Boyd to Tina Cross, Christian
music to punk, and from the iconic to
the obscure — that represent the decades from 1957–87, when the LP
was king of New Zealand recorded music.

HB RRP $45.00

The pieces in Across the
Pass range from epic tales to
stories of strolls. Some are
a celebration of nature and
the strong bond forged when
facing challenges together,
while others talk of treading the
trails first pioneered by their
ancestors. All say something
about the experience we call
tramping.
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Gone Bush
Paul Kilgour
PB RRP $39.99

Paul Kilgour has spent a lifetime of walking
the back-country. Gone Bush tells of the
eccentric characters he met along the
way, stories about some of 1200 huts he’s
visited, and his most unforgettable journeys,
including his ‘long-walk home’ from deepest
Fiordland to the top of Golden Bay.

Rita Angus:
New Zealand
Modernist
Lizzie Bisley

PB RRP $35.00
Featuring all the works
appearing in the major
show that opens at
Te Papa in December
2021 plus major essays by Angus’s biographer
Jill Trevelyan and Adrian Locke, Senior Curator
at the Royal Academy of Arts, London, and
short pieces by well-known New Zealanders,
including Gaylene Preston, Jennifer WardLealand, Fay Weldon and Robin White.

The Sun
is a Star:
A Voyage
Through the
Universe
Dick Frizzell

HB RRP $45.00
In this enchanting
book for readers of all ages, renowned New
Zealand painter Dick Frizzell takes his lifelong
interest in the stars, the planets, space and
the universe and turns it into a book that
demystifies everything from white dwarfs and
black holes to space travel.

Tree Sense:
Ways of Thinking
About Trees
Susette Goldsmith
HB RRP $37.00
Our planet is in peril,
and trees stand as
both guardians and
messengers. This
collection of essays
and art by artists, activists and ecologists —
including Philip Simpson, Anne Noble and
Kennedy Warne — discusses the ways in which
we need trees, and how our future is laced into
their roots.

The Architect
and the
Artists:
Hackshaw,
McCahon,
Dibble
Bridget
Hackshaw

HB RRP $65.00
A beautiful and important book about the
collaboration between the architect James
Hackshaw, the painter Colin McCahon and the
sculptor Paul Dibble on twelve New Zealand
buildings — from churches to houses. This
richly illustrated book brings into the light a
body of work that has been little known or
examined.

Things I Learned
at Art School
Megan Dunn

PB RRP $35.00
Part memoir, part essay
collection, Megan
Dunn’s ingenious,
moving, hilariously
personal Things I
Learned at Art School
tells the story of her early life and coming-ofage in New Zealand in the ’70s, ’80s and ’90s.

Too Much Money
Max Rashbrooke
PB RRP $39.99
Too Much Money
reveals the way wealth
is distributed across the
peoples of Aotearoa.
Having helped elevate
the word ‘inequality’
into the political lexicon,
Max Rashbrooke’s widely-anticipated new book
arrives at a time of heightened concern for the
division of wealth and what this means for our
country’s future.

The Book of Hope

Love Stories

Jane Goodall

Trent Dalton

HB RRP $38.00
The world-renowned
naturalist and
conservationist Jane
Goodall has spent more
than a half-century
warning of our impact
on our planet. From her
famous encounters with chimpanzees in the
forests of Gombe as a young woman to her
tireless campaigning for the environment in her
late eighties, Jane has become the godmother
to a new generation of climate activists.

HB RRP $35.00

Love Stories — a warm, wise, poignant, funny and
moving book about love in all its guises, told by
people from all corners of the world, including
stories, observations and reflections on lovers in
parks, people in cemeteries, hospital wards,and
pubs. There will be stories of people falling into
love, falling out of love, and never letting go of the
loved ones in their hearts.

Manifesto

Bernadine Evaristo
HB RRP $35.00
Bernardine Evaristo’s
intimate and
inspirational, no-holdsbarred account of how
she became the first
black woman to win a
Man Booker, refusing
to let any barriers stand in her way. She charts
her creative rebellion against the mainstream
and her life-long commitment to the imaginative
exploration of ‘untold’ stories.

Shackleton

Ranulph Fiennes
PB
RRP $38.00
An engaging new
account of the
adventurer, his life and
his incredible leadership
under the most extreme
of circumstances. Written
by polar adventurer Sir Ranulph Fiennes who
followed in Shackleton’s footsteps, he brings his
own unique insights to bear on these infamous
expeditions.

Rationality

Steven Pinker
PB RRP $38.00
Rationality matters. As
the world reels from
foolish choices made
in the past and dreads
a future that may be
shaped by senseless
choices in the present,
rationality may be the most important asset
that citizens and influencers command. Steven
Pinker now shows how we can enhance
rationality in our lives and in the public sphere.

The Power of
Geography
Tim Marshall

PB RRP $37.99
Tim Marshall’s global
bestseller Prisoners of
Geography showed
how every nation’s
choices are limited
by mountains, rivers,
seas and concrete. Since then, the geography
hasn’t changed, but the world has. In this
revelatory new book, Marshall takes us into
ten regions that are set to shape global politics
and power.

Wonderland

Windswept and
Interesting

Annie Leibovitz
HB RRP $140.00

Billy Connolly
HB
RRP $49.99

Windswept and Interesting
is Billy’s story in his own
words. It is joyfully funny
— stuffed full of hardearned wisdom as well as
countless digressions on fishing, farting and the
joys of dancing naked. It is an unforgettable, lifeaffirming story of a true comedy legend.

Legendary
photographer Annie
Leibovitz’s surprising
— and surprised
— account of her
encounters with fashion. Subjects include
performers such as Cate Blanchett, Nicole
Kidman, Lady Gaga, and RuPaul; models Kate
Moss and Natalia Vodianova; designers Karl
Lagerfeld and Alexander McQueen; plus HRH
Queen Elizabeth II and US first ladies.

These Precious
Days

How We Love

Clementine Ford

Ann Patchett

PB RRP $32.99
A deeply personal
exploration of love in all its
forms from a feminist icon
and bestselling author of
Fight Like a Girl and Boys
Will Be Boys.

PB RRP $32.99
An irresistible collection
of essays from
the internationally
bestselling, Women’s
Prize-winning author of
The Dutch House.

Storyteller: Tales of Life and Music
Dave Grohl

HB RRP $49.99

Having entertained the idea for years, and even
been offered a few questionable opportunities
(‘It’s a piece of cake! Just do four hours of
interviews, find someone else to write it, put your
face on the cover, and voila!’), Dave Grohl decided
in 2020 to write these stories just as he has always
done, in his own hand.

Living Planet

David Attenborough
PB RRP $39.99

David Attenborough’s searching eye, unfailing
curiosity and infectious enthusiasm explains and
illuminates the intricate lives of the plants and
animals thriving or surviving in every extreme, from
the lonely heights of the Himalayas to the wild
creatures that have established themselves in the
most recent of environments, the city. Includes
many photographs.
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The Greatest
Haka Festival
on Earth
Mokopuna
Matatini
Pania TahauHodges
PB
RRP $22.00

The Uprising
Eirlys Hunter

Kia Kaha

PB RRP $29.99

Stacey Morrison
HB RRP $45.00

KIA KAHA is a collection of true stories about
amazing Māori who have achieved incredible
things. Each of them blazed a trail in their own
way, and this pukapuka was written to show that
with your kura huna, your special gifts, YOU can
make a difference too.

The Tiny
Woman’s Coat

Why is that
Spider Dancing?

HB
RRP $24.99

PB RRP $29.99

Simon Pollards

Joy Cowley

In this vibrant
rhyming tale of
resourcefulness and friendship by one of
the world’s great children’s writers, the tiny
woman makes a coat of leaves — a book to
leave its readers snug as a bug.

Most of the amazing
arachnids of Aotearoa
are as unique to New
Zealand as kiwi and
tuatara. A terrific natural
history book for young readers from Te Papa
Curator Entomology Phil Sirvid and award-winning
Why is That Lake So Blue? author Simon Pollard.

Atua: Māori Gods and Heroes
Gavin Bishop

Meet the gods, demigods and heroes of the
Māori world, and explore Aotearoa’s exciting
legends from the Creation to the Migration.
Fascinating, beautiful and informative, this oncein-a-generation compendium deserves a place
on every bookshelf.

Kate De Goldi
PB RRP $29.99
What happens when
you send a bunch of
poets to school? This
collection of poems for
younger readers by some of New Zealand’s
best-known poets, including Bill Manhire and
Ashleigh Young, is edited by Kate De Goldi
and Susan Paris, the duo behind the bestselling Annual anthologies will help young
readers unpick the delights of poetic form.

Whether you’re a gift card-lover
or a paper person, we’ve got
you covered this Christmas.
6
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Sarina Dickson
HB RRP $24.99
A stick, a stone, a
feather, a bone…
Join a group of
friends as they go exploring on the way to
their campsite. Keep an eye out for the cheeky
kea along the way!

Te Ataakura
Pewhairangi

Bumblebee
Grumblebee

HB RRP $22.99
This lush, language-rich board book has a simple
question and answer format that will engage and
absorb tamariki and their whānau. Gorgeous
photos of children with farm animals by Jane
Ussher complete the package.

There’s a Moa in
the Moonlight
He Moa kei rō
Atarau

David Elliott
BD
RRP $14.99

A group of animals get
up to everyday toddler
mischief in this delightful board book. Written
and illustrated by NZ’s own David Elliot.

Koro

Dawn McMillan

Gavin Bishop

Moa is munching
melons in the
moonlight, Laughing Owl hoots happily,
Huia are eating grubs in the hibiscus tree
… Bestselling author Dawn McMillan’s third
book in her bilingual nature story series brings
extinct animals back to life in a young girl’s
imagination, helped by Nikki Slade Robinson’s
flamboyant illustrations.

BD RRP $17.99
Koro is a warm
and universal
board book in
te reo Māori
about a day with
grandad, showing in simple, beautiful images
the bond between grandfather and child: a
small hand in a big one, big gumboots and
little, kai, korero and a snooze to finish.

The Truthmaker

Black Wolf

Tony Chappelle

Eileen Merriman

PB RRP $19.99

PB RRP $19.99

The long awaited sequel to
Maurice Gee’s bestselling
The Severed Land. Picking up
where that book left off, this
suspense-filled novel continues
the story of the brave ex-slave
Fliss who, despite her idyllic life
behind the safety of the wall, can’t help longing for
someone special to fill the vague sense of loneliness
that nags at her. That is until a young man appears,
preaching peace and unity.

How do you
like your book
money?

Kei Te Aha
Ngā Kararehe?
What Are
the Animals
Doing?

A Stick and a
Stone

HB RRP $25.99

HB RRP $40.00

Skinny Dip:
Poetry

A follow-up to the
internationally
successful The
Mapmakers’ Race—the
Santander children
are drawn into a
community’s rebellion
against a despot and use their mapping skills to
avert an environmental scam.

A warm and funny
picture book that
celebrates the
national kapa haka
competition. Nan’s
a hard core follower
and shows her mokopuna all the tricks to
getting the best seat, find the choicest pāua
and whitebait fritters, and meet the star
performers. Available in te reo Māori and
English langauge editions.

Following on from the gripping Violet Black, this
second part in the trilogy continues Violet’s story
after the death of Ethan, taking us into the minds
and bodies of the teenage protagonists as well
as their animal alter egos. This book offers the
reader escapism, sparking the fires of fighting for
justice and triggering the adrenaline rush of being
on the run.

Proudly supporting bookshops
since 1921.
Home of Book Tokens — the
perfect gift and the best reward.

booksellers.co.nz
tokens.booksellers.co.nz

Medusa

Jessie Burton

Pax Journey Home

PB RRP $24.99

Sara Pennypacker
HB RRP $22.99

The long awaited sequel to Pax, a compelling
story about chosen families and the healing
power of love. It’s been a year since Peter and
his pet fox, Pax, have seen each other. Once
inseparable, they now lead very different lives.
Both boy and fox find themselves on journeys
toward home, healing — and each other.

A dazzling, feminist
retelling of Greek myth
from the internationally
bestselling author of The
Miniaturist, stunningly
illustrated by Olivia Lomenech Gill.

Inside the Suitcase
Clotilde Perrin
HB RRP $32.99

Pages & Co. 4:
The Book
Smugglers

Always

Morris Gleitzman
PB RRP $24.00

Anna James
HB
RRP $25.00

Fourth in the modernclassic and bestselling
bookwandering series
that celebrates all that is best in life: books,
adventure, friendship. Milo and Horatio’s journey
takes them to the Emerald City with Dorothy,
and eventually to Venice in Italy, in pursuit of
the mysterious Alchemist. The very essence of
imagination, story itself, may be in danger…

It’s fifteen years since
readers were first
introduced to Felix
in Once and across
six celebrated books,
our brave young hero
has survived many
unforgettable and emotional journeys. Now
comes the seventh and final part of Felix’s
story, bringing to a powerful climax a series that
countless young readers around the world will
remember — Always.

There’s a Ghost in this House
Oliver Jeffers

A magical lift-the-flaps adventure—part puzzle,
part fairy tale—where the boy’s suitcase full of
tricks and treasures is the key to getting him
home at the end of a long journey.

Daughter of the Deep
Rick Riordan
PB RRP $26.00

Ana Dakkar is a freshman at Harding-Pencroft
Academy, training centre for the best marine
scientists and underwater explorers in the world.
When Ana embarks on the sea trials that mark the
end of her freshman year, her life as she knows it is
blown out of the water.

HB RRP $35.00

From world-renowned artist Oliver Jeffers… A
young girl lives in a haunted house, but has never
seen a ghost. Are they white with holes for eyes?
Are they hard to see? She’d love to know! Step
inside and turn the transparent pages to help her
on an entertaining ghost hunt.

The World
Awaits

Tomos Roberts
HB RRP $26.99
A new bestseller
from the author of
the international
bestseller The
Great Realisation. As one little boy lies in bed
one morning, not wanting to face the day,
it’s up to his older brother to show him the
extraordinary potential within him and how
even the smallest of his actions will make the
world a better place. A powerful message for
our times

Endgame:
Noughts &
Crosses Book Six
Malorie Blackman
PB RRP $21.00
Years have passed since
relationships between
Crosses and Noughts
were forbidden, but the
secret, life-changing love
story of Sephy Hadley and Callum McGregor has
never been forgotten. The powerful conclusion
to iconic author Malorie Blackman’s groundbreaking Noughts & Crosses — the series that
taught a generation to think and act differently.

Poison for
Breakfast:
Oneworld 3

Roxy

Neal Shusterman
PB RRP $22.99

Lemony Snicket
HB RRP $19.99
A brand-new book from
the bestselling author of
A Series of Unfortunate
Events a cautionary
tale about Lemony Snicket’s own demise. For
curious children and adults alike.

A Christmas Pig
JK Rowling

From one of the world’s
greatest storytellers, a
page-turning adventure
about one child’s love
for his most treasured
toy. This gorgeous
gifty hardback featured
artwork from renowned illustrator, Jim Field.

Big Shot: Diary of
a Wimpy Kid 16

Pony

PB
RRP $17.99

PB
RRP $17.99

HB RRP $30.00

The Treehouse now has
13 new storeys, including
a word-o-matic (it knows
every word in the whole
world!); a recycling depot;
a wrecking ball; a complaining room; a spooky
graveyard (where it&#39;s always midnight,
even in the middle of the day); … Well, what are
you waiting for? Come on up!

Jeff Kinney

After a disastrous field
day competition at school
Greg’s mum urges him
to give sports one more
try. He reluctantly attends
basketball try outs. He lands a spot on the worst
team. When the ball is in Greg’s hands will he rise
to the occasion or will be blow his big shot?

Egg Marks the
Spot: Skunk and
Badger 2
Amy Timberlake

HB RRP $44.99

The 143-Storey
Treehouse
Andy Griffiths

A chilling take on the
opioid epidemic by
the New York Times
bestselling Neal
Shusterman, and Jarrod
Shusterman.

HB RRP $24.99
Roommates Skunk and
Badger head out on a
rock-finding expedition
that becomes much more dangerous than
they ever expected in this second book of the
odd-couple series that has been compared to
Wallace and Gromit and Winnie-the-Pooh.

Palacio, RJ
Silas wakes to see three strangers take his father
away. He is left shaken, scared and alone, except
for his ghost companion, Mittenwool. When a
mysterious pony shows up at his door Silas knows
he has to begin a perilous journey to find his father
— a journey that will connect him with his past,
future, and the unknowable world around him.
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Ottolenghi Test Kitchen: Shelf Love
Ottolenghi

PB RRP $55.00

Edible Backyard

Med

PB RRP $50.00

HB RRP $65.00

Kath Irvine

In this practical step-bystep guide, gardening
teacher Kath Irvine shares
her wealth of knowledge
from more than 20 years
of helping Kiwi gardeners design, build, grow and
maintain their own productive edible gardens.
Kath’s sage, hands-on, often humorous advice
steps readers through everything they need to
know to grow great produce at home.

Claudia Roden
Claudia Roden
is credited with
revolutionising
Western attitudes
to Middle Eastern
and Mediterranean
food. Over thirty years on from her first
Mediterranean cookbook, Claudia shares the
sun-soaked simplicity of the Mediterranean with
new recipes for effortless, everyday cooking.

Fish of the Day

Shed Couture

HB
RRP $55.00

PB
RRP $40.00

Clarke Gayford

Join First Man of Fishing,
Clarke Gayford, as he
shares his adventures in
more than 25 amazing
angling locations across New Zealand and
the Pacific. Here are the great yarns, secret
spots, cool characters, caring communities
and environmental insights this much loved,
internationally top-rating TV show is known for.
Includes recipes from high profile chefs featured
in the show.

Peta Mathias

When Peta Mathias dug
through the clothes she
had stored away for
twenty years in her shed,
she realised it was full
of valuable, beautiful items that were crying
out to be worn again. Reviving her neglected
wardrobe, Peta revelled in mixing fabrics,
colours and patterns, considering how to make
an impact. Now she tells us the story of her life
through clothes.

A stunning first book from the Ottolenghi and the
Ottolenghi Kitchen itself whose social following
has grown massively over the last 18 months.
Focused on feeding ourselves and our families
with less stress and less fuss, but with all the
‘wow’ of an Ottolenghi meal. It’s a notebook
to scribble on and add to, to take its ethos and
absolutely make it your own. This is how to cook,
the OTK way.

Cook’s Book
Nigel Slater

HB RRP $59.99

A Cook’s Book is the story of Nigel Slater’s life in
the kitchen.He writes about how his cooking has
changed over the years through to what he is
cooking now. Brimming with over 200 favourite
recipes Nigel Slater cooks at home. He gives the
tales behind the recipes reflecting the heart and
soul of his cooking in this ultimate Nigel Slater
collection.

In the Company
of Gardeners
Julia Nicholas &
Sue Allison
PB
RRP $55.00

Home Cooked
Lucy Corry

HB RRP $55.00

Everyday recipes for every New Zealand season
and every occasion, this is real food for how we
really live — our ingredients, our seasons and our
way of life. Gorgeous, cloth-covered hardcover
package — the first cookbook from one of New
Zealand’s leading food writers.

Magnificent gardens
of all types from across New Zealand shared
through entertaining stories on their origin,
inspiration and development — all stunningly
photographed. From lush regenerating native
bush, through formal gardens and heritage
fruit trees, to community gardens and a dry
garden in Central Otago, there is a place here
to inspire everyone.

At Home —
Monica Galletti
HB RRP $49.99
Monica Galetti’s
career has taken
her from her home
in Samoa and
New Zealand to
the professional kitchens of London. At
Home, showcases easy, everyday dishes
to be enjoyed with friends and whanau.
From breakfast and midweek meals to
celebrations and the perfect Sunday lunch,
At Home is a celebration of great home
cooking.

Together

Jamie Oliver
HB RRP $60.00

Joy of Gardening
Linda Hallinan

HB RRP $45.00
A celebration of the
healing nature and delights
of gardens, written by
well-known garden writer
Lynda Hallinan, beautifully
photographed by Sally
Tagg, and packaged in a stunning hardback.
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Salad

Margo & Rosa
Flanagan
PB
RRP $45.00
70 delicious and hearty
plant-based salads from
The Two Raw Sisters.

Getting together and
sharing a meal with
loved ones has never
felt so important. Each
chapter of Together
features a meal, from
seasonal feasts to curry nights, with a simple,
achievable menu that can be mostly prepped
ahead. Jamie’s aim — whether following the
full meal or picking individual recipes — is to
keep you out of the kitchen to enjoy eating
with your guests.

All titles featured in the Summer Reading Guide are subject to availability.

